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Introduction 
Let X be a topological space and U = { U,l [ ~. e A } a cover of X. Two well known 
spaces associated with U are the classical nerve of U, which we write KU, and the 
classifying space BU of U [20]. There are natural maps 
X~-BU~KU.  
Our object is to study the induced morphisms on fundamental groupoids. 
It is known that if U is numerable, then BU-- ,X  is a homotopy equivalence. We 
prove that if U is any open cover, then the induced morphism of fundamental 
groupoids zrBU~zrX is an equivalence of groupoids. We also prove that if all U~, 
/~ cA ,  are open and path-connected, then the induced morphism nBU~zrKU is a 
quotient morphism, and we describe its kernel. 
Abels has pointed out in [1] some relations between the map BU-- ,KU and the 
work of Macbeath [14] and Swan [25] on presentations of groups acting on a space 
with a fundamental domain. One of our aims is to place the work of Macbeath and 
Swan in a wider context. We give a strengthened version of Abels' results, and 
obtain a groupoid version of a theorem of Swan. We also point out relationships 
with the Bass-Serre theory of groups acting on trees [21], and with the fundamental 
group of a transformation group as defined by Rhodes [18]. 
!, The classifying space BU 
Given a cover U= {Ual2 e A} of X, Segal [20] constructs a classifying space 
BX u by first forming a topological category Xu and then taking the geometric 
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realisation of its nerve. Following Boardman-Vogt [3] and Stasheff [24] we 
construct he classifying space BU, without passing through such a category, as 
follows. 
First give the indexing set A of the cover a well-ordering, and let A (n) denote the 
set 
{(20, 21, . . - ,2n- l )eAn120-<21- ' " -<2n-  l}- 
Define a simplicial space NU by 
(NU)n= II Uv, 
yEAtn~ JJ 
where uv=va0n...nvz.; thus an element of (NU),  is an (n+2)-tuple 
(x, 20,...,2n) where xeUv and v=(20, ,2 , , )cA  tn+l). The face and degeneracy 
maps are defined in the usual way. The classifying space BU is the geometric realisa- 
tion of NU given by 
where A n is the standard n-simplex (in [R n+l) and - is the usual equivalence rela- 
tion. The classifying space has a natural filtration by skeleta: 
BU ° C BU I C_ ... C_ BU no_ .. c_ BU. 
The following proposition is similar to a result given in [10; p. 162]. 
1.1. Proposition. There & a pushout diagram 
II x OA") 
V E A(n ~ IJ 
iI (S xA 
Y E A ~ ~" I) 
kn 
, BU n - I  
so (1.1) 
, BU n 
where j , ,  Jn are induced by inclusions, and k,,, K,  are induced by the identification 
map 
II (NU),, xd  n --*BU. 
n~O 
Further. j ,  and hence Jn are closed cofibrations. [] 
Applying the fundamental groupoid functor z~ to the pushout (1.1) gives a 
pushout zr(1.1) in GPD, the category of groupoids [4; 8.4.2, p. 282]. 
We shall be mainly concerned with the full subgroupoids rt(BU n, BU °) of ~zBU n, 
so it is convenient to have a version of nO. l )  in terms of these groupoids. For nota- 
tional convenience we let BU= (BU, BU °) and BU"= (BU '~, BU °) for n >0. 
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1.2. Proposition. The fo l lowing diagram & a pushout  in GPD, where A'~ is the set 
o f  vertices o f  A". 
i i  n(U,,xOA", U~xAg)  
vEAI,t~ b 
Jn 
11 rt(u,, xA", x 
v ¢~A 1" + t) 
k?l 
, nBU n- l 
1 
> ~zBU n 
K~ 
(1.2) 
Proof. By [12; Theorem 2, p. 47] each groupoid in the diagram is a retract of the 
corresponding groupoid in n(1.1), The proposition now follows from the fact [4; 
6.6.7] that a retract of a pushout is a pushout. [] 
For x~ Uzz, = U~f3 U u, we define the element ¢).,(x) of 7rBU 1 to  be the homotopy 
class of the map (I, i ) - -*BU 1 given by t ~ Kl(X, 2,/1, t). It has initial vertex (x, 2) and 
final vertex (x, a). The element JzOau(x)~ 7~BU 2 will also be denoted by Ozu(x). We 
shall denote by i,~ both composites 
Ji J2 J l 
nU) c->nBU ° , nBU 1 and nU~ c--> nBU ° , nBU 2. 
Suppose x ~ U~u ~ = U~ fq U u ('1 U~. Then the relation 
O~u(x) + Ou~(x) = ¢;.~(x) (1.3) 
holds in nBU 2 but not in nBU 1. This follows from (1.2) with n =2 and the fact 
that A 2 is simply connected but OA2=S 1. In fact the relations (1.3) are the essential 
difference between nBU 2 and nBU 1. For it can be shown (see [26]) that 
J2 : nBU1 ~ nBU2 is a quotient morphism whose kernel is generated by elements of 
the form 
Ox~(x) + Ou.(x) + O,7x(x). for xe  Ux~,, 7.
1.4. Lemma. The fundamenta l  groupoid nBU is the cofimit o f  the groupoids 
nBU". 
Proof. Since BU has the weak topology with respect o the subspaces BU n, every 
path in BU will lie in some BU". Then we obtain nBU= lira nBU" by verifying the 
required universal property. The groupoids nBU and nBU n are retracts of nBU 
and nBU n respectively, and the lemma follows since the retract of a colimit is a 
colimit (compare with 6.6.7 of [4]). Z] 
1.+. Lemma. The morphism nBU2 ~nBU n is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Consider the pushout (1.2). For n_3  both A n and 9A" are simply con- 
nected. Therefore the Jn, and hence also the Jn, are isomorphisms. D 
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1.6. Theorem. The morphism nBU2~nBU is an isomorphism. 
Proof.  The theorem follows from Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5. 
2. The morphism nBU-* nX 
In [20] Segal has shown that the projection p : BU~X is a homotopy equivalence 
if the cover U is numerable. Then the induced morphism p. :nBU- ,nX  is an 
equivalence in GPD [4; 6.5.10, Corollary 1]. In this section we prove the equivalence 
of groupoids under the more general hypothesis that the interiors of  the elements 
of U cover X. In  fact we prove that nBU--.nX is an equivalence. Then the result 
nBU= nX follows since the inclusion nBU~nBU is a retract and hence an equi- 
valence [12]. 
2.1. Theorem. The morphbsm p .  : nBU~nX & an equivalence & GPD if the in- 
teriors of the elements of  U cover X. [] 
Since nBU 2 is isomorphic to nBU (Theorem 1.6), it is sufficient to prove that 
nBU2~nX is an equivalence. To establish this we use quotient morphisms of 
groupoids. For completeness we include here their characterisation, due to Higgins 
[12; Proposition 25]. 
2.2. Proposition. Let O : A ~ B be a groupoid morphism. For vertices o, w of A, let 
A(o, w) denote the set of  arrows of A with initial vertex o and final vertex w, and 
let 0(o, w):A(o,w)~B(Oo, Ow) be the map induced by O. Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(i) The induced morphism A/ker  O~B is an isomorphism. 
(ii) 0 is surjective on vertices and each O(v, w) is surjective. 
(iii) 0 is surjective, and for all vertices o, w of A, Ov = Ow implies (ker O)(v, w) :~0. 
The morphisms characterised by these conditions are called quotient morphisms. [] 
2.3. Proposition. The morphism p. :  nBU2~nX & a quotient morph&m whose 
kernel is the normal subgroupoid N generated by the elements ¢).u(x) for x e Uau. 
Proof.  Using the pushout (1.2) with n = 1, 2 it is routine to prove firstly that nBU 2 
is generated by J2JInBU ° and the elements ¢),~u(x) for x~ Uau, and secondly that p,  
is defined by ¢,tu(x) ~ 0x, (or, A)~ c,l (c0, where 0x is the identity at x, (~x, 2) ~ (nU:~)(x, y) 
and ca :nU;~nX is induced by inclusion. 
Hence No_ kerp . ,  and by 2.2(iii) p ,  is a quotient morphism. Now by [12; Pro- 
position 2.4] there is induced a unique morphism q such that the following diagram 
commutes (where r is the natural projection). 
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nBU2 r , nBU2/N 
nX 
To prove that q is an isomorphism (and hence ker p ,  = N by 2.2(i)) we construct its 
inverse using the following full fundamental groupoid version of the 1-dimensional 
Bro ~<~-Higgins union theorem (see [7], [9]): 
I f  l he interiors o f  the elements o f  U cover X, then in the diagram 
a c 
H nu~ ~ H nUa ..... , nX  (2.4) 
ve b 2 eA 
c is the coequaliser in GPD of  a and b, where a, b and c are induced by the inclusions 
U~u~U a, Uauc-,U ~ and Ua c--,X respectively. 
Define r ' l l )~A nU~nBU2/N by (a,2)~r ia(a) .  Let (a,)t, lz)e(nU~u)(x,y ). 
Then ra(a, 2, kt) = ri,l(ot) and rb(a, 2, !~) = riu(a). However, using the contractibility 
r2 of~ , it is proved in [17] that (a, 2) = Cau(x) + (a, a) + Cua(Y)- Hence ria(a) = riu(a), 
so r~ ~ = rb. The coequaliser (2.4) provides a morphism r . :  nX~nBU2/N.  
Finally, it is routine to check that r .  and q are inverse morphisms. [] 
The following theorem (together with Theorem 1.6) completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
2.5. Theorem. The morphism p .  : nBU2~nX is an equivalence o f  groupoids. 
Proof. Since p ,  is a quotient morphism, it gives a bijection between the components 
of the groupoids. The kernel of p ,  is simply connected since the relations (1.3) hold 
in ~BU 2. Therefore the vertex groups of the corresponding components of nBU 2 
an~ ~X are isomorphic. A result of Higgins [12; Corollary 2, p. 47] completes the 
proof. [] 
It should be noted that nBU 1 and nX are not equivalent. For example, let X be 
a point {x} and let the cover U be {x} iterated three times. Then nBU1- -nS 1 but 
nX is trivial. This example is due to E. Dyer. 
Theorem 2.1 was proved by the first author in [17] by first constructing a mor- 
phism s :  7[X--+7[BU 2 such that p,s= lnx, and then constructing an equivalence 
sp,-- 1 ~su'. However, by passing to the quotient groupoid the choices involved in 
defining the equivalence may be avoided. 
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3. The morphism 7rBU-~rcKU 
Given a cover U= { U,~ ] 3. e A } of X, the nerve KU is an (abstract) simplicial com- 
plex whose n-simplexes are (n + 1)-tuples (20, ..., 2,0 where Ux0... ~n = ua0n'-, q u~:~ 
ft. Following our convention for BU, we denote (KU, KU °) by KU. There is a 
simplicial map f :  NU~KU defined by (x,20,...,2n)~(20, ...,An). Its realisation 
BU~IKUI, which we also denote by f, induces a groupoid morphisra 
f . :  nBU--,rrKU. Strictly, the codomain of f ,  is rr [KUI, but we replace this by the 
combinatorially defined edge-path fundamental groupoid zrKU which has gener- 
ators [2,g] for U~u:/:O and relations [2,it]+ [it, r/]=[2,r/] for U~u,t:/:O. 
The morphism f .  is surjective since for each [2, It] there is an element ck~u(x) of 
nBU such that f.O;~u(x)= [2, It]. Note further that, by Proposition 2.2(ii), f ,  is a 
quotient morphism if and only if each U~t is path-connected. In this situation IfU 
is obtained from nBU by adding the relations ia(a)=0a, for a enUa, and 
O;~u (x) = 0,tu(Y), for x, y ~ U;tu. More precisely we have the following. 
3.1. Theorem. Suppose the elements Ux of  the cover U are path-connected and the 
interiors of  the Ua cover X. Then the kernel o f f ,  : 7rBU~z~KU is generated (as a 
normal subgroupoid) by J2JinBU ° and elements of  the form O~u(x) + iF,(a)+ 
Oux(Y), where x, ye  Uxu and tre (nUu)(x,y). 
Proof. Let R be the normal subgroupoid of rrBU generated by J2JlnBU ° and the 
elements Oau(x)+ iv(a ) + Oua(Y)" Since f .  is a quotient morphism it is sufficient, by 
Proposition 2.2(i), to establish the isomorphism 
nBU/R =_ zrKU. 
It is clear that R c_ kerf . ,  since if ae  7rUu, then f.iu(tz)=Ou, and 
f.(q)av(x) + iu(ot ) + Ou;t (Y)) = [2, It] + 0 u + [It, 2] = O h . 
Hence f .  induces a unique morphism h such that the following diagram commutes 
(where r is the natural projection). 
rcBU , ~BU/R 
nKU 
We show that h is an isomorphism by defining its inverse k, On vertices 
k(2) = r(x, 2) for some x~ Uz, and on generators k[2, It] = r0xl,(x ) for some xe Uxu. 
The path-connectedness of the U~ ensures that the definition of k is independent of
the choices made, and the relations (1.3) ensure that k preserves the relations of 
nKU. Thus k is well defined, and it is now routine to check that hk and kh are 
identity morphisms. [] 
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It is worth making a few remarks to place Theorem 3.1 in context. Firstly we note 
that for open covers the map f :  BU--, ]KU] is essentially a canonical map in the 
sense of Spanier [23; p. 152]. Secondly there is a connection with Cech theory. Let 
Cov(X) be the category of open covers of X and refinements. Then taking limits 
over Coy(X) in Theorem 3.1 gives information on the 1-dimensional shape of X. 
We examine this situation in Example 3.3 below. 
The spaces BU and KU are both filtered by skeleta. Let :~ 4/and .Y4/denote the 
fikered spaces. If X is locally simply connected we may choose the U,i to be simply 
connected thus making .,£0~ a J0-filtered space in the sense of Brown-Higgins [8]. 
Now f is a map of filtered spaces :~'~' --, I.~,'0e I and induces a morphism of homotopy 
crossed compIexes rc,~°e-- , r~,~ '. A description of its kernel would be an in- 
teresting generalisation of Theorem 3.1. We hope to consider this situation 
elsewhere. 
3.2. Example. To illustrate the need for local path-connectedness in Theorem 3.1 
we consider a standard example from shape theory. Let 
and 
a-={(x,y)ly<_O}c_~ 2 
X= {(x, sin 1/x)lO<x<l/2zrIu{(o,y)[lYl<l}, 
and let Sw=XUC where C is a simple curve in H-  \ X joining (0,0) to (1/2rc,0). 
This is the Warsaw circle (see [111). The singular homotopy groups of Sw all 
vanish; in particular zr~(Sw)= 0. On the other hand, the 12ech fundamental group 
[15], ~l(Sw), is 7/. 
Consider the cover U of Sw which consists of the sets U1 and U2 covering the in- 
terior of C in Sw and U 3, and e-thickening of X in Sw. Then U3 is not path- 
connected. Write x i=( i )eKU °, for i= 1,2,3, and let Yl = (0,0), yz=(1/2rc, 0). 
Now gBU(yl,y2) consists of a single element - the path class going round C. 
However KU = OA 2, SO nKU(f ,y  1, f *Y2)  = 7rKU(x3) ~ 77. Therefore f ,  is not surjec- 
tive on edges and so is not a quotient morphism. 
Note that refining U does not change this description in an essential way as all 
refinement maps in the inverse systems {BU} and {KU} are homotopy equi- 
valences. 
3.3. Example. Let X be the Hawaiian earring. In order to describe the covers we 
shall use, we take an explicit model of X (see [4; p. 284]). 
Let Cn be the circle with centre (l/n,0) and radius 1/n for n~Z +, and let X-- 
U~= 1C,,. We take x0 = (0, 0) as the base point of X. Define a system of covers Uk, 
kEE ÷, by Uk= {Uo, k, US, U{, ..., U~, U~ } where Uo, k =XCIB(xo; (2k+ 1)/k(k + 1)) 
and U if, U7 form the open cover of Ci \ {)Co} as shown in Fig. 1. 
,~,'ow KUk = V ki=l OA2 and nBUk=nX by Theorem 2.1. Writing N k for the kernel 
of ~BU k ---, rcKUk, we have Nk--rtX since U0,k has the same homotopy type as X. 
Piecing this together gives the following commutative diagram where the groupoids 
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Fig. 1. 
in the centre column are all equivalent to 7rX. 
Nk ' nBUk 
Nk + I ' nBUk + I 
,  KUk 
1 
' rrKUk + 1 
Evaluating the kth row at the vertex :Co gives an exact sequence of groups 
(shift) k 
7tl(X, Xo) ; 7t I (X, Xo) -~ 7tl(KUk,f .Xo) 
where shift(ai) = oti+ 1, gi being the generator corresponding to Ci. The morphism 
Nk+l - "Nk  is, after restriction to :Co and identification with rq (X, x0), just the shift 
map whilst r tKUk+l~nKUk kills the image of ak+ I. 
Taking inverse limits of these systems of groupoids would give a comparison bet- 
ween ztX and what might be called the (~ech fundamental groupoid of X, ~X. 
However, as derived functors of lim on groupoids are as yet unstudied, we do not 
attempt such an analysis here, but remark that it presumably is linked with the 
results of [16]. 
4. Connection with some work of Macbeath and Swan 
In [14] Macbeath considers coverings of a G-space X which are the translates, 
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under the action of G, of a subspace V. Let U= {gV[ge G} be such a covering, in- 
dexed by the elements of G. Macbeath defines a group, which we denote by M, hav- 
ing generators 
{[g]lg~G, vngv#:o}  
and relations 
[g][hl=[gh] if vngvnghv:#o.  
He proved that M is isomorphic to G in the case where V is open and path- 
connected, and X is connected and simply connected. The isomorphism is given by 
o:M~G,  [g] ~g.  Swan [25] dropped the assumption that X is simply connected 
and obtained an exact sequence, for x0 e V, 
0 ¢ 
O--* P ~n~(X, xo)-----~ M---~G ~O (4.1) 
where P is generated, as a normal subgroup of n~(X, xo), by those elements 
represented by a loop in at least one of the sets g VU h V, g, h e G. This we call the 
Macbeath-Swan theorem. 
We begin by interpreting M as the fundamental group of a transformation group 
a(/CU, 1 c, G) as defined by Rhodes [1-8]. As explained by Rhodes in [19], the group 
a(Y, y, G) (for a G-space Y) is useful because it acts naturally on the universal cover 
of Y based at y. This group has been used by Rhodes and by Armstrong [2] to 
describe the fundamental group of an orbit space (see also [13]). The group 
a(Y,y, G) was explained by Brown and Danesh-Naruie [6] as the object group of 
the semi-direct product G ~ n Y of the group G and the fundamental groupoid n Y 
of Y. This construction we now describe. 
Let /" be any groupoid with an action by a group G. The semi-direct product 
groupoid G ~( F has vertex set equal to the vertex set of F. An edge in G Ix F from 
v to w is a pair (g, a) where g ~ G and a ~ F(go, w), and composition is given by 
(g, a) + (h, #) = (gh, ha + #) 
whenever both sides are defined. This is the definition given by Brown in [5] (and 
attributed to Fr6hlich), simplified by the fact that G is a group rather than a 
groupoid. The description of M as the fundamental group of a transformation 
group is provided by the following lemma. 
4.2. Lemma. Let U={gV[geG} be a cover of  the G-space X. Then M is iso- 
morphic to the vertex group of G t~ rrKU at the vertex 1 c e I.U °, where 1 cJ is" the 
identity of G. 
Proof. Recall that nKU has vertex set G, generators [g, h] if gVnhV--/:O, and rela- 
tions [g, h] + [h, k] = [g, k] if gVNh VNkV--#O. If Z' is the vertex group of G t~ nKU 
at lc, then an element of Z' is (gl, [gl,g2] + [g2,g3] + "'" + [g,, lc]). An inductive 
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argument shows that Z is generated by elements (g, [g, 1G]). Sending (g, [g, la] ) to 
[g] defines the required isomorphism Z'~M. [ ]  
To obtain our groupoid version of the Macbeath-Swan theorem (4.1) we need the 
notion of exactness for groupoids. In view of the existence of various classes of 
groupoid morphism (see [12]) there is a choice to be made here. Ours is the 
following. 
0 
4.3. Definition. The sequence . . .~A- - - 'B~- -~C ~. ' '  in GPD is exact at B if 
ker ¢~ = im a and 0 : A--,im 0 is a quotient morphism. [] 
For any G-groupoid F define the morphism i : F~GD<F to be the identity on 
vertices and i (x)= (lc, x) on edges. Regarding G as a groupoid with a single vertex, 
there is also a morphism p:  G ~<F--,G given by p(g ,x )=g.  We use Ex  to denote 
the trivial groupoid with vertex set X - the only edges of Ex  are identities. These 
morphisms fit into a sequence 
P 
EFo~F ~ ,G  ~F- -~G-*E ,  (4.4) 
(where F0 is the vertex set of F and • is a singleton) which is exact if and only if 
F is connected. 
Let X be a path-connected G-space and let U= { U~ ]2 eA} be an invariant cover 
in the sense that gU~ e U for g e G, 2 eA.  Then G acts on KU and BU,  and induces 
actions on the corresponding fundamental groupoids. If the U~ are open and path- 
connected, combining Theorem 3.1 with sequence (4.4) with F=BU and £=KU 
gives the following commutative diagram in GPD with exact rows and column 
(where R and f ,  are given by 3.1). 
j q 
EBU o ' zcBU ' G ~, rcBU ' G ..... ' E ,  
id ~f .  
EBUO 
[ 
R 
i p 
EKU o ' ztKU ' G ~, rtKU ' G ' E ,  
(4.5) 
E,  
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4.6. Proposition. Let X be a path-connected G-space and U = { Ua ] A e A } an in- 
variant cover by path-connected open sets. Then the following is an exact sequence 
of groupoids (where ~ = i of , ) :  
EBuo~ Rc--,zrBU ~ 'G t~TrKU P-~G~E.. 
proof. This follows immediately from the diagram (4.5) since the composition of 
qu~e t morphisms is a quotient morphism. [] 
This proposition is our groupoid version of the Macbeath-Swan theorem (4.1). 
In the case where U= {gVI g e G } and V is open and path-connected we choose a 
base point x0 in V. Then restricting to vertex groups gives the exact sequence 
O~ R(lo, xo)~(nBU)( lc ,  xo) ¢, (G ~nKU)( lc )  P--~G~O 
which we claim is isomorphic to the sequence (4.1). By Theorem 2.1, p .  : nBU ~ nX is 
an equivalence and hence induces an isomorphism of vertex groups (nBU)(1 c, Xo)= 
nl(X, Xo) which also maps R(1 o, Xo) onto P. Lemma 4.2 provides an isomorphism 
(G i::< rcKU)(lc)---,M. Piecing this together gives the following diagram. 
0 ,R( lo,  xo) c ;(7~BU)(lo, xo) ~ P , (G tx 7zKU)(1G) , G ~ 0 
o ¢ 
0 ,pC- ,nl(X, xo ) , M ,G ,0 
The vertical morphisms are all isomorphisms and, with Swan's definition of 0 [25; 
p. 4-6], it is routine to check that the diagram commutes. 
The approach we have adopted here is similar to Section 5 of Abels' paper [I]. 
Although he does use groupoids, the main results of [1] are stated in terms of 
groups, and our Proposition 4.6 is more general than Abels' results. 
Finally we note some relationships with the Bass-Serre theory of groups acting on 
trees [21]. Suppose G acts on a graph F so that no edge is reversed. The quotient 
graph G \ F together with stabilisers of edges and vertices of F give rise to a graph 
of groups (~, G \ F). For a vertex x0 of G \ F, Bass and Serre define a funda- 
mental group of  the graph of  groups, nl (~, G \ F, Xo), together with a morphism 
¢:nl(:9, G \F ,  Xo)--,G. The Bass-Serre structure theorem states that there is an 
exact sequence of groups 
¢ 
O~nl(F,~o)--'nl(TY, G \  F, xo) ,G~0 (4.7) 
where -f0 is a vertex of F in the orbit of x0. 
Bass and Serre were primarily interested in the case where F is a tree, and the 
theorem may then be regarded as giving a presentation of G in terms of the 
stabilisers and certain other elements arising from circuits in G \ F. 
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In fact the Bass-Serre group, n~(G G \ F, .'Co), is isomorphic to the vertex group 
at -f0 of G ~< nF, where nF is the free groupoid generated by F. More precisely, 
there is an isomorphism of sequences 
i p 
o , ( r ,  , to) , (G  > G ......... 0 
(4.8) 
¢ 
0 , ' n Cq;G\Ex0) ,G  *0 
The construction of the isomorphism is best achieved using groupoids. The details 
are long and are omitted. 
Recall that, for a G-space Y, Rhodes' group, a(Y,y,G), is isomorphic to 
(G ~ rtY)(y). It follows from (4.8) that a combinatorial version of Rhodes' group, 
a(F,.f 0' G), is isomorphic to the Bass-Serre group, hi('#, G \ F, Xo). 
In view of the link established earlier between semi-direct product groupoids and 
the Macbeath-Swan theorem, the diagram (4.8) indicates a connection between the 
methods of obtaining group presentations in the Bass-Serre and Macbeath-Swan 
theories. We hope to explore further the relation between the two methods 
elsewhere. 
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